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Today we acknowledge RU Okay day, designed to
inspire and empower everyone to meaningfully
connect with the  people around them and start a
conversation with those in their world who may be
struggling with life. You don't need to be an expert to
reach out - just a good friend and a great listener.

This is obviously an important issue for all of us in our
community. At a school level, we encourage families to
keep talking to their children and checking in regularly.
For students used to being at school every day over a
number of years, the adjustment to learning from home
can be a difficult one. It’s important that families talk
about these challenges in a way that works for them.

For our staff, we have probably had more meetings
this term than we’ve ever had (online of course) and
these have enabled us to have regular check-ins which
has been great. In today’s staff meeting we spoke
about the importance of R U Okay day and many staff
spoke about new things they are doing to keep their
mental health strong. This included learning to surf,
ocean swimming, learning to tie knots, Lego building,
learning to knit and sew, painting and playing the
piano. It was a very positive conversation and good to
hear staff looking after their own wellbeing.

I hope you are all OK too.

Term 4
School will finish term 3 on Friday 17 September and
re-open on Tuesday 5 October following the long
weekend.

A reminder that the first 3 weeks are still classed as
learning from home, so school should only be used by
those families that need it.

Kinder 2022
Do you know anyone in our local area turning 5 in
2022 that has not yet enrolled? We currently only have
two classes enrolled for Kinder next year, but we know
there are more pre-schoolers out there.

Please check out our website
https://maroubraba-p.schools.nsw.gov.au/news/2021/8
/kindergarten-2022.html for more information or email
Heidi at heidi.hutchsion1@det.nsw.edu.au if you have
any questions.

Matthew Ackerma�
Principal

Our school is proudly supported by
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K-2 Boo� Wee�
Competitio� Winne��
A HUGE congratulations to everyone who
submitted the Book Week competition,
focusing on 'Old Worlds, New Worlds, Other
Worlds' 🌎 🌍 🌏

Here are the winners from each class:

KP: Maya S.B. presents Lolly Land!

“Strawberry milkshake sky, Chocolate waterfall,
marshmallow tree and lollipop flowers. Lolly girl
lives there with the gummie bears.”

KB: Remi M. presents Lockdown Land

“It’s a land of all the things we do during
lockdown; scoot, bake, swim & zoom.”

KC: Nellie A. presents her book- Nellie’s
Animal World.

”In this world my animals started a music band!”

KM: Mila W. presents Yummy Food Land

“People will never be hungry because there’s food
everywhere. I chose to draw all the food I like to eat.
You can imagine whatever food you like and it will just
pop up.”

1H: Jake L. presents Construction World
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1A: Piper M. presents Animaltopia

“A magical forest where all creatures great and small
dance and play among the fairy lights and sparkly
clouds.”

1M: Charlie R. presents Old Worlds,New
Worlds and Other Worlds Mobile.

“Charlie showing how his Old Worlds New worlds other
worlds mobile. It’s a black planet in space. Charlie
wanted it to be interactive so the ships and meteors
could move around. So he came up with the solution to
cut out the sides. He’s showing you how it works here.”

2B: Zephyr T. presents Zinn Land: Five
Territories

“Inspired by Avatar: The Last Airbender, this is a series
of lands with people with five types of magic powers -
food bending magic, furniture bending magic, sand
bending, phone bending, and sound bending. He wrote
a series of short episodes/books about it.”

2H: Eli C. presents Sportland

“This is my world and these are the heroes of
Sportland. Their names are Cricket Bat Man,
Basketball Smash, Super Table Tennis, Captain Golf,
Spider Ball and Flash Tee. They fight all sporting
crimes.”

2G: Rishi V. presents ‘Creator of your mind’.

“It’s a special dreamworld. At day time there are stars
and there is a portal which can read your mind and
take you to the world of your dreams.”

And a special shoutout to all of the
other students who submitted a new,
old or other world of their own creation!
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School Devices at
Home

If you have borrowed a school device for your child
and taken it home, you have the responsibility to
monitor your child’s use of this school device, including
the websites they visit. Our school devices have been
setup to operate and browse safely within the NSW
Department of Education domain at school. When they
are taken out of that domain and connected to the
internet at your home, we no longer have control over
the content they can and cannot view.

Please monitor your child’s use of the internet. You
may choose to have a conversation with your child
about what can be considered appropriate or
inappropriate sites and how to respond when they
come across something unusual or inappropriate.

For more information about staying safe online, please
visit the eSafety Commissioner website:
https://www.esafety.gov.au/
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